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Day 2 News 
By FTBO Beat Writer – Rusty Irons 

 
An intense atmosphere took over the Edmonton Area yesterday… With the 9th Annual FTBO in 
town & the crown on the line, it seems like golfers will do whatever it takes to take home the Gold 
Jacket.  Clubs were bent, livers were poisoned, balls were lost, and some guys are roughed up... 
All this and Rohn Meyer claims that he’s “not even in the groove yet”. 
 
Day 1 of the FTBO saw some strong performances on & off the Golf Course - On with news… 
 

THE LEADER BOARD 
The first person to have the honor of wearing the coveted Gold Jacket was Scott Reeves, he rode 
a solid putter & a blatantly overstated handicap to take the honors in Day 1.  Any respect he 
earned as the clubhouse leader was quickly lost when he tried to order a Rye and Diet Tab last 
night in the bar. 
 
The other end of the Leader board saw an equally as memorable effort by Rohn Meyer - he 
proved without a shadow of a doubt that he is just not a good golfer.  He is very thankful for the 
Double Par Rule. 
 

ROOKIE WATCH 
 
Justin Perry made his FTBO debut with a bang…   
When asked to comment on Justin’s golf skills, Defending Champ 
Jason Schmidt quickly responded by saying: 
“I’ll have the steak sandwich”. 
 
Steve Parsons also made an impact on Day 1…  And on the tee 
boxes… and the fairways… and the greens…  After seeing him at 
Jagare Ridge, Executives from Canadian Tire have approached 
him about a sponsorship deal to endorse their new Mastercraft line 
of shovels. 
 

FOOT WEDGES 
 
1 YEAR OFF: Ian Wilson made his triumphant return to the FTBO after a 
1-year hiatus…  It’s good to see him back on the links,  but he is still not a good 
golfer. 
 
CLOSE CALL: There was concern over an embarrassing incident in the 
bar last night…  A few ladies thought Chris Lewis had shit his pants…   
Fortunately they were mistaken – It was just his breath they could smell. 

 
 

Best of luck on Day 2… 


